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Subject: Announcement of new US cross-party sanctions against NS2 vs. lobbying in EU in 
support of controversial Russo-German gas project 

I welcomed the news of the new US cross-party legislation aimed at strengthening Europe’s energy 
security by imposing sanctions on entities involved in Nord Stream 2. The views of Parliament, the 
Commission and most Member States on the harmful nature of this political project are well known. 
There are, however, occasionally voices, mainly from the German and Austrian sides, advocating the 
Russian hybrid weapon (which is in fact what NS2 is), attacking US measures and undermining the 
will on the part of the EU to take further determined action. The Commission should respond firmly to 
the recent untruths to the effect that the US sanctions are ‘a serious interference in the energy 
security and sovereignty of the EU’ and stress that the opposite is true: it is Nord Stream 2 that 
threatens and will interfere with the EU’s energy security and sovereignty.

Gazprom has constructed a whole lobbying network, which also includes former Commission officials, 
using its influence and contacts. Does the Commission, knowing the corrupt practices of the Russians 
and aware of the links between those in charge of NS2 and the former communist secret services of 
Russia and Germany, analyse the lobbying activities of companies associated with NS2 and the 
consultancy and PR companies hired by them?

Kindly provide details of the lobbying activities in support of Nord Stream 2 entered in the 
Commission’s transparency register, including those concerning the third energy package. Has the 
Commission done all it can to block the pressure being put on the implementation of regulations 
aimed at stopping NS2 and to support the policies of the EU institutions against NS2, including by 
means of actions not included in the register?


